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Long Biography 

 
Renowned as a brilliant representative of the French school of organ           

performance, Olivier Vernet enjoys an international career concertizing at some of           
the world’s most prestigious music festivals. Vernet’s auspicious rise began with           
numerous awards he received during his studies with Gaston Litaize, Marie-Claire           
Alain, and Michel Chapuis, culminating in the first prize award for organ at the              
Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique de Paris. After unanimously winning          
First Prize with honours at the international competition arranged by the U.F.A.M. in             
Paris in 1984, Vernet earned further acclaim with First Prize in 1991 at the International               
Organ Competition in Bordeaux. Vernet has also received awards from the foundations            
of Aram Khachaturian, Marcel Bleustein-Blanchet pour la Vocation, Marcelle and          
Robert de Lacour, and Yehudi Menuhin. To date, Vernet has recorded 110 CDs, which              
have received several distinguished awards including the Diapason d’Or, the Choc du            
Monde de la Musique, and the ffff from Télérama. Other awards include 10 de              
Répertoire, Joker from Crescendo, and Recommandé by Classica. Additionally, Vernet          
has won five of the most sought-after honors bestowed by the French musical press: Le               
Grand Prix de la Nouvelle Académie du Disque for his complete works of Buxtehude,              
the Grand Prix de l’Académie Charles Cros, the Grand Prix de l’Académie des             
Beaux-Arts, the 2000 Diapason d’Or for his complete works of Bach, and the 2016              
Choc Classica for his recording of the complete organ works of Bruhns, Hanff, and              
Kneller. Vernet is the titular organist of the Cathedral of Monaco, in which role he               
performed for the royal wedding in 2011. The Artistic Director for both the Monaco              
International Organ Festival and the Mougins Organ Festival, Vernet also teaches at the             
Académie de Musique Prince Rainier III in Monaco and at the Conservatoire National à              
Rayonnement Régional de Musique in Nice. Olivier Vernet holds the title Chevalier de             
l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres 
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Cédric Meckler holds a doctorate in Medicine (MD) and a doctorate in            

Neurosciences (PhD), and has served as a medical officer under the rank of colonel at               
the Institut de Recherche Biomédicale des Armées. After completing his thesis in            
Medicine at Claude Bernard University in Lyon investigating the mental disorders of            
Robert Schumann, Meckler defended another thesis in Neurosciences at the C.N.R.S. in            
Marseille focused on cerebral activity related to the control of motor activities during             
musical performances. Researcher and Hypnotherapist in the French Army until 2017,           
Meckler is currently authoring a new curriculum of reference methods devoted to            
piano technique in the light of current neuroscience (Orgues Nouvelles), while           
directing his practice of hypnosis towards cultivating artistic health, especially          
preparation for the stage performance. Early in life, Meckler developed a passion for             
piano four-hand repertoire, which he regularly played with great enthusiasm, and now            
cultivates with Vernet-Meckler Organ Duet.  
 

The Vernet-Meckler Organ Duet formed in 2006 when Olivier Vernet began           
exploring original four-hand repertoire for the organ, as well as four-hand organ            
transcriptions. The duet quickly coalesced and has since released many recordings to            
critical acclaim. The duet’s recording of Mozart’s complete organ works was awarded            
the Choc du Monde de la Musique, while the duet’s recording of Mendelssohn’s             
complete organ works received the Diapason d’Or, 4 étoiles (Monde de la Musique),             
5/5 (Hifi-Video), CD of the Year (Audiophile Mélomane), and Essential Recording           
(Diapason, the Mendelssohn bicentenary issue). A live recital album in the Cathedral of             
Tulle received Excellent disque (Classica), 5/5 (Hifi-Video), and 4 étoiles (Monde de la             
Musique), while their Haydn recording received 4 étoiles (Monde de la Musique), and             
La Clef (ResMusica.com). The duet’s recording of Gade’s complete organ works           
received a 5 (Diapason), and Excellent Disque (Classica). Pasión, a recording of            
Hispanic dances by Ravel, Albeniz, De Falla, and Piazzolla, including original           
transcriptions by the composers, was awarded CD of the Year, 2011 (Orgelnieuws).            
Additionally, the duet’s recording of four-hand reductions from Rameau's Les Indes           
Galantes, along with a world premiere eight-hand transcription for combined organ           
and piano duet of the Brahms' piano concertos, received 6/6 (Piano News). Two recital              
recordings on the Cavaillé-Coll organ in Lunel received Excellent disque (Classica),           
and Disque presqu'idéal (Musikzen). The many recordings of the Vernet-Meckler          
Organ Duet have been broadcast throughout Europe and the United States on France             
Musique, Europe 1, France Inter, Radio Classique, RCF, RTBF, RAI, and American            
Public Media. In addition to its concert activity in such venues as Victoria Hall in               
Geneva, Palau de la Música Catalana in Barcelona, Salle Philharmonique in Liège,            
Auditorium Maurice Ravel in Lyon, Philharmonie de Paris, the Vernet-Meckler Organ           
Duet also works to develop new organ four-hand repertoire. The duet collects scores,             
often old and unpublished, and has collaborated with several composers who have            
dedicated pieces especially for them. 

 
The Vernet-Meckler Organ Duet is represented by Seven Eight Artists. 

 
Current as of May 2018. 

No alterations may be made to this biography without permission of Seven Eight Artists. 
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Short Biography 

 
Renowned as a brilliant representative of the French school of organ           

performance, Olivier Vernet enjoys an international career concertizing at some of           
the world’s most prestigious music festivals. Vernet’s auspicious rise began with           
numerous awards he received during his studies with Gaston Litaize, Marie-Claire           
Alain, and Michel Chapuis, culminating in the first prize award for organ at the CNSM               
de Paris. Vernet has also received awards from the foundations of Aram Khachaturian,             
Marcel Bleustein-Blanchet pour la Vocation, Marcelle and Robert de Lacour, and           
Yehudi Menuhin. To date, Vernet has recorded 110 CDs, which have received many             
distinguished awards. The Artistic Director for both the Monaco International Organ           
Festival and the Mougins Organ Festival, Vernet also teaches at the Académie de             
Musique Prince Rainier III in Monaco and at the Conservatoire National à            
Rayonnement Régional de Musique in Nice. Olivier Vernet holds the title Chevalier de             
l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres 
 

Cédric Meckler holds a doctorate in Medicine (MD) and a doctorate in            
Neurosciences (PhD), and has served as a medical officer under the rank of colonel.              
After completing his thesis in Medicine investigating the mental disorders of Robert            
Schumann, Meckler defended another thesis in Neurosciences focused on cerebral          
activity related to the control of motor activities during musical performances.           
Hypnotherapist in the French Army until 2017, Meckler is currently authoring a new             
curriculum of reference methods devoted to piano technique in the light of current             
neuroscience (Orgues Nouvelles), while directing his practice of hypnosis towards          
cultivating artistic health, especially preparation for the stage performance. 
 

Vernet-Meckler Organ Duet formed in 2006 and has released many recordings           
to critical acclaim that have been broadcast throughout Europe and the United States.             
In addition to its copious concert activity, the duet also works to develop new organ               
four-hand repertoire. The duet collects scores, often old and unpublished, and has            
collaborated with several composers who have dedicated pieces especially for them. 

 
The Vernet-Meckler Organ Duet is represented by Seven Eight Artists. 

 
Current as of May 2018. 

No alterations may be made to this biography without permission of Seven Eight Artists. 
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Sample Programs 
 

TOWARDS TRANCE 

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) 
Ciaccona, BWV 1004, Transcription by Carl Reinecke (1824 - 1910) 

 
Jean-Baptiste Robin (1976) 

A Look towards Agartha 
 

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) 
Allegretto, from Symphony Op.92  

From the piano duet transcription by Carl Czerny (1791-1857), approved by the composer 
 

Gustav Holst (1874-1934) 
Neptune : The mystic, original organ duet version by the composer 

 
Thomas Lacôte (1982) 

The Fifth Hammer 
 

Andreas Willscher (1955) 
Sterbender tag in Mähren 

 
Jean-Charles Gandrille (1982) 

After a Reading of Reich 
 

Maurice Ravel (1875-1937) 
Boléro, From the composer’s piano duet transcription 

 

 
Related Videos 

 
Ciaccona (live):  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEU9Z1Vpjzg&index=4&list=PL487E5A5A1FF2E2DB 
Bolero (live): 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMmfx205hgY&index=1&list=PL487E5A5A1FF2E2DB 
 

 
Related CDs 
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¡ PASIÓN ! 
 

Manuel de Falla (1876-1946) 
Spanish dance from La Vida Brev 

From Gustave Samazheuil’s Piano Duet Transcription (1877-1967) 
 

John Carmichael (1930) 
Hommage à Manuel de Falla 

Organ duet version dedicated to Vernet-Meckler Organ Duet 
Latino American Suite (Bahama Rhumba - Joropo) 

Organ Duet Version Dedicated to Vernet-Meckler Organ Duet 
 

Isaac Albeniz (1860-1909) 
Pavana-Capricho Op.12 

From the Composer’s Piano Duet Transcription 
 

Narcís Bonet (1933) 
Two Popular Catalan Songs: Cant dels ocells / Els contrabandistes 

Dedicated to Vernet-Meckler Organ Duet 
 

Pierre Cholley (1962) 
Tango furioso 

Dedicated to Vernet-Meckler Organ Duet 
 

Astor Piazzolla (1921-1992) 
Libertango 

 
Maurice Ravel (1875-1937) 

Boléro 
From the Composer’s Piano Duet Transcription 

 
 

Related Videos 
 

Trailer:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKKu_qpxv5M&index=3&list=PL487E5A5A1FF2E2DB 

Bolero (live): 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMmfx205hgY&index=1&list=PL487E5A5A1FF2E2DB 

 

 
Related CD 
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ROMANTIC FRIENDSHIP 
 

Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847) 
Midsummer night’s dream (Op. 21 & 3 pieces from Op. 61) 

From the Composer’s Piano Four-Hands Version 
 

Fugue for organ duet, dedicated to Thomas Attwood 
(Titular Organist of London Saint-Paul Cathedral) 

 
Niels Gade (1817-1890) 

Andante for Organ Duet 
 

Johannes Brahms (1833-1897) 
Piano Quintet Op.34, Finale 

From the Composer’s Two-Pianos Version (Sonata Op.34 bis) 
 

Robert Schumann (1810-1856) 
Piano Quintet Op.44, Finale 

From the Piano Four-Hand Transcription by Clara Schumann 

 
Related Videos 

 
Midsummer Night’s Dream (live): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9FsLu2GxCU&index=5&list=PL487E5A5A1FF2E2DB 
Niels Gade: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tP0UrLL_gHY 
Brahms Op.15 & 83 (live): 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCapEe57wXA&index=17&list=PL487E5A5A1FF2E2DB 

 
Related CDs 
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BACH(S) 
 

Johann Sebastian (1685-1750) 
Ciaccona, BWV 1004 

Transcription by Carl Reinecke (1824 - 1910) 
 

Johann Christoph Friedrich (1732-1795) 
Sonata for Keyboard Duet HW XIII 

 
Wilhelm Friedrich Ernst (1759-1845) 

Divertimento per 4 mani : Andante legato 
 

Johann Christian (1735-1782) 
Sonata for Keyboard Duet, Op. 18-6 

 
Johann Sebastian (1685-1750) 

Brandenburg concerto BWV 1048 
Transcription by Ernst Naumann (1832 - 1910) 

 
 

Related Videos 
 

BWV 1048 (trailer): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCL3zQBUCoA&list=PL487E5A5A1FF2E2DB&index=0 

BWV 1048 (clip): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ImiZJSoyYhQ&index=2&list=PL487E5A5A1FF2E2DB 

Ciaccona (live): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vEU9Z1Vpjzg&index=4&list=PL487E5A5A1FF2E2DB 

Bach’s Sons and Grandson: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gBeZyxWp7Gc&index=6&list=PL487E5A5A1FF2E2DB 

 
 

Related CDs 
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The technical polish and interpretive sensitivity of these performances are 
outstanding. (…) Their ensemble playing is extraordinarily tight. (…) The tone is 

delightfully clear and articulate. GATENS May/June 2011 
 

 

 

 

 

"I think that is absolutely marvelous and surely unique, at least  in my experience (...) 
A stroke of genius". Michael Barone, Pipedreams n°1435, September 2014. 
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